ZRH PASSENGER DEVELOPMENT
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ZRH TRAFFIC EFFICIENCY DEVELOPMENT
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STRONG ROUTE NETWORK

The ZRH gateway to Europe offers:

- 131 destinations
- Direct flights to 38 European countries
- Over 2'000 weekly European departures
- 49 different carriers offering European services

The ZRH gateway to the World offers:

- 54 destinations
- Direct flights to 28 overseas countries
- About 320 weekly intercontinental departures
- 23 different carriers offering intercontinental flights

ATM distribution by region 2017

- Europe: 86.0% (py: 86.4%)
- North America: 4.8% (py: 5.1%)
- Far East / Australia: 3.7% (py: 3.6%)
- Near/Middle East: 3.2% (py: 3.1%)
- Latin America: 0.7% (py: 0.6%)
- Africa: 1.6% (py: 1.4%)
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VARIOUS INTERNATIONAL CARRIERS SERVE ZRH

- 72 carriers offer scheduled services at ZRH
- Swiss International Air Lines, the home carrier, enjoys a 52% market share

Air traffic movements per carrier 2017
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SEGMENT AND ALLIANCE SHARES AT ZRH 2017

**Star Alliance**
- A3 Aegean Airlines
- AC Air Canada
- CA Air China
- JP Adria Airways
- LH Lufthansa
- LO LOT Polish Airlines
- LX Swiss International Air Lines
- OS Austrian Airlines
- OU Croatia Airlines
- SK Scandinavian Airlines
- SQ Singapore Airlines
- TG Thai Airways
- TK Turkish Airlines
- TP TAP Portugal
- UA United Airlines

**oneworld**
- AA American Airlines
- AB Air Berlin (incl. NIKI)
- AY Finnair
- BA British Airways
- CX Cathay Pacific
- IB Iberia
- QR Qatar Airways
- RJ Royal Jordanian

**Sky Team**
- AF Air France
- AZ Alitalia
- DL Delta Airlines
- KE Korean Air
- KL KLM
- SU Aeroflot
- UX Air Europa

**no alliance**
- 2L Helvetic
- AT Royal Air Maroc
- BT Air Baltic
- CO Cobalt Air
- EI Aer Lingus
- EK Emirates
- EW Eurowings
- EY Etihad
- U2 Easyjet
- F7 Darwin Airline
- FB Bulgaria Air
- FI Icelandair
- GM Germania
- HV Transavia
- JU Air Serbia
- KK AtlasGlobal
- KM Air Malta
- LY EI Al
- PC Pegasus
- PS Ukraine International Airlines
- SX SkyWork Airlines
- T7 Twinjet
- TU Tunisair
- VY Vueling
- WK Edelweiss
- WY Oman Air
- XQ Sunexpress
- YM Montenegro Airlines
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AIRLINE OPPORTUNITIES - INTERCONTINENTAL

one-way indirect flying passengers (January 2017 – December 2017)
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AIRLINE OPPORTUNITIES - EUROPE

one-way indirect flying passengers (January 2017 – December 2017)
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